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Abstract
Single point incremental sheet forming stands out mainly by using traditional CNC machines to produce small batches of

parts or customized products. Thus, any excessive force in the process may compromise the integrity of the machining

center or even damage the component itself, limiting its formability. Hence, this work presents the design of experiments to

investigate the behavior of mechanical forming forces and optimize the process. The main goal was to build a mathematical

function by regression analysis that best represents the theoretical model. The equation proposed here allows to locate and

estimate the maximum effort Fz_peak based on five input parameters: tool diameter; wall angle; sheet thickness; vertical step

size; and tool feed rate. At the same time, determine the set of data that maximize the required formability. The test was

carried out using a carbide coated tool K40 and a commercial sheet steel ASTM A653 CS-A G90. The following were

found: the feed rate is not significant and can be maximized to reduce production time; the tool diameter and wall angle are

significant, and they have a slight influence on the forces and both depends on the design area; the vertical step size is

significant and the most important parameter to leveling the process to reach maximum formability. Finally, the sheet

thickness is obviously significant; however, it is also specified by the design.
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1 Introduction

Incremental sheet forming (ISF) was presented for the first

time by Matsubara in Japan, in the late 1990s and was

designed aiming to reduce necessary equipment and to

increase production flexibility [1–3]. Currently, the devel-

opment of ISF is aligned with the fourth industrial revo-

lution, which means that the technology is focused in

modernizing conventional processes to make feasible new

procedures of sheet metal forming and reduce production

time, material waste, energy consumption, and to integrate

several equipment simultaneously [4]. Single point incre-

mental forming (SPIF) is a relatively new process used to

manufacture deep drawn components. The basic idea is to

locally print the part with a hemispherical tool that follows

a complex path as shown in Fig. 1a.

The advantage of ISF is its great flexibility, because

only one tool is required in free bulging. It is also possible

to use a die in order to increase the quality of the final

geometry. The applied forces are not very high, so the die

can be manufactured with low-cost materials. The major

disadvantage of this process is that the forming time is very

long. Therefore, SPIF is more appropriate for small-scale

production, for creating prototypes and for producing

internal or external shapes (Fig. 1b) and profiles in a sheet

metal using a shaped tool controlled by CAM on CNC

machines. Some of the outstanding features, such as flex-

ibility, low-cost tooling, and quick response to the market,

make it suitable for various applications, for example, it is

capable to produce various irregular complex components

and highly customized medical parts [5].
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High strains can be achieved with the incremental

forming; in fact, forming limit diagrams (FLD) for the

SPIF shows strains up to 300% of a classical stamping

process [6]. Additionally, prediction of maximum effort in

ISF provides understanding of the deformation mechanics,

parts failure and a means of real-time control and, conse-

quently, its optimization.

The efficient prediction of the forming force is one of

the main limitations for the further development, although

some authors attempted to bridge the existing gap by finite

element method. Even though finite element (FE) models

are commonly used to predict forming force for various

forming processes, it is significantly time-consuming for

the ISF process. This is partly because the sheet deforma-

tion during the process is localized and it continuously

changes over the whole process [7].

Aiming for quick estimations of the maximum effort,

some researchers have proposed analytical models [8].

They found a regression formula that allows to compute the

components of forming force, Fx, Fy, and Fz with a good

precision (largest error around 6%). Additionally, Fz has

been the most critical component for the ISF process. So

that, they divide Fz into two forces, one defined such as

Fz_steady, component in steady state, usually when the

process is running stable and only planar deformation

occurs, it means the material is been basically stretching by

the tool.

A second force is called Fz_peak, maximum effort com-

ponent, usually when the tool is bending the sheet metal in

the beginning of the process and, above all, where the

highest force in the process is normally reached. So that,

Fz_peak becomes the main force to be investigated as it is

limited by the technological characteristics of the part

being formed.

Meanwhile, it was also found different stress and strain

states for different material flow at 20� and 60� of wall

angle. Now, depending on the material flow and properties

it becomes hardener to forming; consequently, higher

deformation forces will be needed [9].

In this field, preliminary experimental investigations

were carried out by Jeswiet et al. [10] who measured the

force trend in SPIF by using a cantilever type of sensors,

mounted on the tool. They investigated tangential force Ft,

axial force Fa, and radial force Fr. The forces measured

were for 1.21-mm-thick material, AA 3003-0, being

formed from flat sheet into a truncated pyramid shape. It

can be seen that the maximum effort encountered was

around Fa = 450 N in the axial z-direction. The most

important finding was that the forming force is higher on

the beginning of pushing down, i.e., the axial force Fa is

higher than the resultant of Ft and Fr. Being so, Fa or

Fz_peak must be the main force to be monitored on the SPIF

[11, 12].

In terms of sustainability, the single point incremental

forming requires more machine energy to perform all

process than a regular forming. However, it is clear that

incremental forming provides higher customization and

less burr to the piece; consequently, this combination could
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Fig. 1 SPIF technology: a forming in process, and b workpiece formed
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save material usage. The balance between energy con-

sumption by the machine and the material production itself

is the center point nowadays. Therefore, it is very impor-

tant to minimize forces in the incremental sheet forming to

enlarge its application and contribute on global energy

saving [13].

Traditional stamping process usually requires higher

efforts to bending, drawing, and stretching the material part

than incremental sheet forming. Nevertheless, the most ISF

critical stage in terms of force appears in the beginning of

the process and, most of all, it does not have any rela-

tionship with the piece geometry or size. So that, param-

eters like incremental step, tool diameter, and wall angle

must be combined and optimized to reduce forces and

make the ISF process as efficient as possible [14, 15].

In terms of ISF formability, it becomes clear that when

applied temperature to the process, by the tool rotation, the

part deformation is higher than the one reached on envi-

ronmental temperature. It also tends to reduce the maxi-

mum required effort to locally forming the piece. This

phenomenon occurs by the slipping of between the tool and

the material surface. So that, the piece surface could be

damaged or even the material properties could be changed

[16].

ISF was applied to stainless steel AISI 304, and it was

found that for a constant incremental step size both, feed

and tool rotation, influence the formability and thinning

limit of the component. A maximum reduction in sheet

thickness of around 50% was observed [17].

Taking into account the effects of deformation modes

from bending, drawing, and stretching to predict effort, an

efficient analytical model was proposed on the SPIF pro-

cess of aluminum metal sheets 7075-O. The main force

trend was attributed to the bending effect of the sheet in the

early phase of the process, called first stage. The second

stage of the process is the combined effects of sheet thin-

ning and strain hardening, when the metal is basically

stretched by the tool in planar condition. Hence, the axial

force in z-direction in the beginning of the forming process

became very important to determine the feasibility of SPIF

in terms of quality part and machine integrity. So that, this

maximum effort in the beginning is called: Fzp or Fz_peak—

the peak value of the measured force in z-direction at the

entrance of the tool. Additionally, it was registered that a

general empirical model able to predict forming force for

other material and process design needs to be investigated

under a different range of process conditions and material

[18].

Thus, there is a gap in terms of technical information on

the single point incremental sheet forming of commercial

steel ASTM A653 CS-A G90 and, above all, to propose a

consistent equation to predict the maximum effort in z-

direction, Fz_peak. This force Fz_peak must be estimated by a

robust design of experiments.

So that, in particular, this paper will focus on the vali-

dation and accuracy of the efficient force prediction model

of a commercial sheet steel ASTM A653 CS-A G90 by a

statistical technique design of experiments (DoE).

2 Experimental procedure

The current work is mainly focused on the maximum

forming force evaluation Fz_peak under the influence of

some process parameters: tool diameter, wall angle, sheet

thickness, step size and feed rate. A series of tests were

performed following the DoE statistical strategy, full fac-

torial 25 with confidence interval set at 99% which reflects

a significance level of 0.01. The equipment selected for

conducting the research on the SPIF was a CNC machining

center with hemispherical coated carbide tools and a ded-

icated acquisition data system (Fig. 2a). A special rig to

clamp the workpiece (WP) was also developed (Fig. 2b).

On the machine table was a steel rig in which the

specimen could be clamped in such a way that no material

may flow into the forming area as shown in Fig. 2b.

Between this fixture and the milling machine work-surface,

a table-type force sensor was mounted too. This was a

piezoelectric dynamometer Kistler multicomponent type

9129AA and connected to it was a complementary Kistler

5070A charge amplifier to measure three-component for-

ces, Fx, Fy, and Fz. With these apparatuses, the force

exerted upon the part by the tool was recorded on a com-

puter based data acquisition system at 120 Hz for each

channel. The workpiece was assembled into a fixture with a

clamping plate fixed by screws, 12Nm each.

Tests have been performed with hemispherical K40

carbide tools with diameters of dt = 5 mm, dt = 6 mm and

dt = 8 mm. Although no additional lubricant was applied

in the present work, all the tools were coated with alu-

minum titanium carbo-nitride (AlTiCN) by a PVD coating

process to reduce friction coefficient and, so that, increase

the ISF formability.

The experiments were carried out at the wall angle of

40�, 50�, and 60� (Fig. 3a), to ensure safety and avoid any

damage to the workpiece. Besides that, each complete test

was made up of seven contours generated transverse to the

long axis of the cone (Fig. 3b). The tool first plunges down

into the sheet metal one-step size 3, called vertical step

size; then, it moves along the contour traveling clockwise

the entire path at this level. After that, the tool moves back

to the entrance position and it must move deeper to follow

the next contour. The proportion of these steps is governed

by both the desired vertical step size Dz from one contour

to the next and by the steepness of the wall angle a. In this
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work, the following vertical step sizes were chosen: Dz =
0.4 mm, Dz = 0.6 mm, and Dz = 0.8 mm. In this investi-

gation, free tool rotation speed was chosen so that the tool

rolls on the plate at the mean radius of the contact area. The

feed rate was 150, 175, and 200 mm/min.

The material used in this research to investigate the

prediction force was a commercial steel sheets ASTM

A653 CS-A G90 zinc coated commonly used for manu-

facturing several automotive components, architectural

paneling, and in civil construction. The chemical

compositions, as shown in Table 1, were specified by the

material supplier. Ultimate strength is between 230 and

250 MPa with a yield strength of 215 MPa. Total elonga-

tion during tensile test when using 50 mm initial gauge

length is around 45%. It was chosen 0.43, 0.65, and

0.80 mm thick for the experiments.

The tool path strategy was defined so that the truncated

cones were formed in a stepwise manner with many con-

tours. All the cones were designed with the same major

diameter of 40 mm but with a smaller cone height for a

(a) (b)

workpiece

torquemeter

z

x

y

hemispheric
tool

blank 
holder

force sensors

Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus:

a CNC machine with data

acquisition, and b special rig

Fig. 3 Truncated cone

generated: a wall angle, and

b step size height

(hmax = 7X Dz)
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smaller inclination of the wall due to the geometric con-

straint. The forming forces for each contour were recorded

continuously during this process for three orthogonal

components (Fx, Fy, and Fz). Thereby, according to the

DoE method and being k = 5, the number of observations

is 32 (a complete 25 factorial design).

In this experimental design, three replicates were per-

formed to estimate the variance (experimental error)

caused by slightly different experimental conditions. Note

that true replication provides an estimate of the error or

noise in the process and allows for more precise estimates

of effects. These designs were useful for fitting first-order

models (which detect linear effects). Additionally, to pro-

vide information on the existence of curvature 10 center

points were included in the experimental plan.

Thereby, 106 tests were carried out to predict forming

force in this complete full factorial DoE. Despite the

methodological recommendation to randomize the standard

order of the tests where possible, in this work the sequence

was organized to enable the execution of all tests within a

reasonable period of time and, overall, to reduce the

chances of errors during the experiment due to the

adjustment complexity of all devices involved. Minitab

V17 was applied for statistical analysis. According to the

previous approach, the five main factors are summarized in

Table 2, establishing the sequence from ‘‘A’’ to ‘‘E.’’

In order to assure a robust and standardized systematic

for all activities during the cycle tests, all the actions were

well defined from start to finish for each experimental

workpiece performed. The sequence of all steps in each

workpiece (WP) tested can be seen in Fig. 4.

For the part geometry and tool path, forces were mea-

sured in three directions corresponding to a cartesian

coordinate system. These three force components Fx, Fy,

and Fz were then combined into a total force vector FR see

Eq. (1). The force Fz was the maximum forming force

applied in the vertical direction. Fx and Fy were the in-

plane forces exerted on the sheet metal.

FR ¼ Fx þ Fy þ Fz ð1Þ

Figure 5 shows the standard behavior of all forces

monitored on each workpiece tested. This graphic refers to

the seventh step size (S7) and to the ABCDE combination

of experimental planning, which means test number 32

(WP32). The contour equivalent to 330� was defined as a

useful region for the steady-state treatment of force pre-

diction, i.e., the initial and final 15� of the deformation

process was discarded. However, the highest deformation

load in z-direction, called Fz_peak, always occurred at the

first 15�. This force Fz_peak becomes the most important

force in SPIF because it reaches the process limits first,

then comes steady-state forces Fx, Fy, and Fz_steady.

Figure 6 shows Fz vertical force evolution behavior

along the seven vertical steps size of the ISF process (S1 to

S7) for the WP32. It remains clear that the Fz_peak force is

continuously increasing and it has the greater magnitude

for all steps in all experimental planning. It is mainly due to

the drawing process in z-direction just in the beginning of

the ISF. However, there is a stabilization of the Fz force

after the initial impact of the tool, called steady state

(Fz_steady).

Table 1 Chemical composition
Material Mass (%)

C P S Mn

ASTM A653 CS-A G90 0.100 max 0.030 max 0.035 max 0.600 max

Table 2 High (? 1), low (- 1), and standard (0) settings for a full

factorial 25 DoE

Factors Levels

- 1 0 ? 1

A. Diameter dt (mm) 5 6 8

B. Wall angle a (�) 40 50 60

C. Thickness t (mm) 0.43 0.65 0.80

D. Step size Dz (mm) 0.40 0.60 0.80

E. Feed f (mm/min) 150 175 200

2. WP calibration

3. Check apparatus4. ISF test (7 X ΔΔz)

5. Back up and store WP

1. Rig set up

Fig. 4 Sequence of each complete workpiece tested
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After the fifth step size, Fz_steady tends to stabilize due to

the thinning of the sheet metal; consequently, the planar

load necessary for the stretching process in xy-direction

increases little. On the other hand, in the first two steps

size, the statistical analysis can be discarded since these

two points concentrate significant perturbation but do not

compromise the part quality nor the integrity of the CNC

machine.

Thus, in order to verify the statistical behavior of the

main ISF process forces, FR and Fz_peak, the linear

regression curves of the most critical points observed in the

experiment are plotted. These points refer to the combi-

nation number 32 of DoE 25, i.e., the test ABCDE in which

all ISF process parameters are set to the highest level.

There are also three replications in this case, WP32

(workpiece 32), WP64 (workpiece 64), and WP96 (work-

piece 96). The regression analysis of the model in a simple

way considering only FR and Fz_peak forces versus the

vertical increment Dz from step three to seven can be

observed in Fig. 7. The coefficients of determination R2 for

each equation are very good and similar, R2[ 0.96. Being

so, the fit quality of the model that tends to better explain

the phenomenon is equivalent in both regressions. Besides

that, the maximum bending effort Fz_peak remains critical

for all steps, and consequently, the main parameter to be

controlled to assure part integrity and process optimization.

Fig. 5 Fx, Fy, Fz, and Fz_peak

versus time. Combination

ABCDE, WP 32, step 7

Fz_steadyFz_peak

Fig. 6 Fz and Fz_peak versus

time. Combination ABCDE,

WP 32, steps 1–7
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Therefore, the quality of the response is acceptable and

could be considered in the upcoming DoE linear regression

to simplify the statistical analysis. It also remains clear that

the bending effort in z-direction Fz_peak is the most critical

in terms of formability and machine integrity, since it is the

greatest load acting in the SPIF process as shown in Fig. 7.

3 Results and discussion

It was decided to use the Fz_peak force as the dependent

variable of the experiment under analysis for the proper

DoE force prediction. This force tends to set the boundaries

of the SPIF process in terms of loading limits. Figure 8

presents the normal plot of the standardized effects for the

DoE and the significant factors.

Additionally, all significant effects are shown in

Table 3.

Figure 9 shows a picture of the fitted means for the three

levels tested (- 1, 0, ? 1) of each main factor. It is

inferred that the central point for all the main effects is

centered; that is, a linear behavior could be considered for

all the independent variables in this experimental design.

Therefore, the following deductions can be recorded

from the fitted means for the Fz_peak force and the five main

effects will be discussed in the next items.

Fig. 7 Linear regression:

Fz_peak and FR. Comb. ABCDE,

means WP32, WP64, and WP96

Fig. 8 Normal plot of the standardized effects. Fz_peak at step seven, a = 0.01
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3.1 dt and a effects

There is a very similar picture of the behavior of the main

effects for the tool diameter dt and for the wall angle a.
Both main factors are significant, and a linear regression

model behavior can be considered.

The increase in the main factor does not represent a

large increase in the magnitude of the maximum force

Fz_peak. The final geometry of the part to be formed directly

impacts the diameter of the tool and the wall angle. Thus,

the smaller the radius present in the design of the part the

smaller will be the diameter of the tool needed for the

respective forming of the desired shape. On the other hand,

the greater the angle present in the design of the part the

greater will be the forming load required. Consequently,

the tool diameter and the wall angle are influenced by the

shape specifications resulting from the design of the pro-

duct, limiting the possible dimensions of its adjustment.

However, in terms of tool stiffness, the larger the minor

radius required on the part, the better and the more robust

the tool becomes. Ambrogio et al. [19] said that the more

extensive the contact area between the tool and the part

more lubricant between forming tool (punch) and specimen

is needed to prevent excessive friction and get better

formability.

Additionally, a critical phenomenon that must be mon-

itored is the ratio of the tool length and its diameter,

because vibrations can arise in the case of great relation-

ships, possibly weakening the tool itself, as well as

impregnating damages to the stamped sheet.

In terms of the wall angle, Petek et al. [15] investigated

its influence on the incremental forming of sheet metal

DC05, 1 mm thick, and proposed that the maximal

attainable wall angle by the cone-shaped part prior to the

crack occurrence is 70�. Meanwhile, Jeswiet et al. [10]

found that the maximum values of force occur at a wall

angle of 60�. This peak value indicates the sheet is

approaching the maximum force value that it can sustain,

similar to the ultimate tensile strength observed in engi-

neering stress–strain diagrams.

3.2 t and Dz effects

The main factors, sheet thickness t and step size Dz, present
a similar photograph, and both are considered significant to

the process with strong influence on the value of the

dependent variable Fz_peak. In terms of sheet thickness,

there is a greater variation between the load obtained for

the low level (- 1) and the load obtained for the high level

(? 1), points 480 and 1180 N, respectively.

On the other hand, in terms of increment Dz, the vari-

ation between levels is somewhere around 400 N, points

630 N and 1030 N. This shows a tendency for a greater

increase in the Fz_peak forming force as the thickness t in-

creases than the growth observed as the increment Dz in-

creases. Of course, this consideration must be carefully

taken into account at this moment, since the thickness of

the sheet is basically a design parameter, while increment

Dz is a process parameter.

So that, Dz tends to be the most important process

parameter when adjusting the process. The Fz_peak forming

Table 3 List of significant effects

Relevancy order Factor Effect

1 C t

2 D Dz

3 CD t * Dz

4 A dt

5 B a

6 AD dt * Dz

7 BD a * Dz

8 BC a * t

9 AC dt * t

Fig. 9 Main effects plot for Fz_peak at step seven, a = 0.01
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force for t = 0.43 mm and all other main factors positioned

at the high level (? 1) are similar to the Fz_peak forming

force where t = 0.80 mm and all other factors are posi-

tioned at the low level (- 1).

Thus, the process parameters can be clearly manipulated

to minimize the loads even though they have to form thick

sheets. Additionally, reducing the increment Dz tends to

increase the total depth of forming process. It means to

achieve higher formability. Between this and that, it is

possible to combine the main factors properly and then to

minimize the loads acting on the part, reaching very large

forming depths.

3.3 f effect

The DoE statistical evaluation of the tool feed f indicates

that the respective main factor is not significant. However,

in terms of process parameter, the greater the tool feed f,

the shorter the production time of the part. It can be con-

cluded that the main factor f can be adjusted to the highest

possible value for the process under development without

causing a significant increase in the maximum forming

force Fz_peak, and consequently, it is possible to reduce the

production time of the sheet. Always observing sensitive

aspects in relation to the integrity of the system such as

vibration of the tool or even damage to the surface to be

formed due to slipping. According to Tiburi [20], the

lubrication between the parts in contact significantly

increases the formability of the sheet and, in parallel,

reduces the risk of adhesion between the respective tool

and workpiece materials.

3.4 t and Dz interaction

The interaction of the effects t and Dz is significant, and it

is noticed that the growth of the forming efforts is not

proportional for the two factors; that is, the function that

represents the model Dz is less sensitive than the one that

represents the parameter t. As previously discussed, the

factors can be considered regression models with linear

adjustment, as well as the effect of the interaction. On the

other hand, the specification of the sheet thickness and the

material itself are from the design area. Therefore, the

viability of the use of the CNC machining center in the

incremental sheet forming by minimizing the efforts should

be done primarily through the Dz factor. In this scenario, it

is also assumed that the clamping sheet system is feasible

within the machine table limits and, above all, suitable for

the required clamping pressure. That is, there is only the

parameter Dz that can be adjusted to minimize the defor-

mation loads. The growth of Fz_peak due to the impact on

increasing Dz is less than the impact due to the increasing

the thickness t, which means that, by increasing the sheet

thickness t, Dz cannot be decreased in the same proportion

under risk of exceeding the resistance limits of the

machining, rig, or part.

3.5 dt and Dz, a and Dz, a and t, dt
and t interactions

The interactions of the factors dt and Dz, a and Dz, a and t,

and dt and t, are all significant with linear behavior. The

variation in the Fz_peak force is much more sensitive with

respect to the Dz factor than the one observed with respect

to the tool diameter dt. Thus, there is a favorable aspect

regarding to apply bigger tool diameter for forming parts,

since the reduction in the tool diameter does not imply in

significant decrease in the force Fz_peak. Moreover, the tool

diameter reduction can weaken the tool itself and, even-

tually, lead to its rupture.

The behavior of the wall angle a is similar to the tool

diameter dt in relation to the vertical step size Dz; that is,
larger angles can be formed without significant increase in

the force Fz_peak. It should be noted that the wall angle is

also a design feature. Having in mind that this option may

limit the forming depth a compromise must be taken into

account on a case-by-case basis.

The behaviors of the interactions a and t, and, dt and

t are similar, so, at this point, the product wall angle a, tool
diameter dt, and, in particular, sheet thickness t, are factors

influenced by the design specifications, as discussed pre-

viously. Thus, the margin for manipulating the parameters

becomes narrow, since this situation cannot be easily

changed. However, both the wall angle a and the tool

diameter dt have a slight influence on the increase in the

force Fz_peak.

Therefore, the thickness t is the parameter of greatest

influence on the forming loads and, as such factor is due to

the product design area, it becomes, in addition, a sine qua

non condition to minimize the efforts produced through the

other process variables, especially optimizing step size Dz.
The tests that presented possible problems—outliers—

were left out of the experiment. Considering for the DoE

analysis only the tests with stable behavior. After this, the

graphs of Fig. 10 were produced for the respective residual

analysis.

The Shapiro–Wilk test was used to evaluate the nor-

mality of the residues. The value found for p value was

0.031, accepting the hypothesis of residual normality, since

the significance level is 0.010. Simple descriptive statistics

were applied to confirm that the mean of the residues is

zero in addition to normal behavior. Once the residue

normality is accepted, it was possible to analyze the

homoscedasticity of the estimators of the multiple linear

regression model, concluding that the behavior is non-bi-

ased and consistent.
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After that, the regression in uncoded units that represent

the phenomenon under investigation, Fz_peak in step seven,

could be estimated Eq. (2).

Fz peakS7 ¼ �1050þ 117dt þ 20; 1aþ 2105t þ 583Dz
� 137dt � t � 1dt � Dz� 38; 9a � t � 22; 1a
� Dz� 398t � Dz

ð2Þ

This equation can be considered statistically accurate

and valid, and it describes the statistical relationship

between the significant predictors dt, a, t, and Dz with the

answer Y of the mathematical function expressed.

This function can predict the Fz_peak response variable

for the new observations. In addition, this regression

indicates the direction, size, and statistical significance of

the relationship between a respective predictor and the

dependent variable. It should be noted that R2 = 99.92%;

that is, the model indicates that the four pure predictors and

their 5 s order interactions represent 99.92% of the Fz_peak

S7 forming force in this investigation. So that, it can be

written that:

• For each 1 mm increase in tool diameter dt, the Fz_peak

is expected to increase by 117 units.

• For each 1 degree increase in the wall angle a, the
Fz_peak is expected to increase by 20.1 units.

• For each 0.1 mm increase in the sheet thickness t, the

Fz_peak is expected to increase by 210.5 units.

• For each 0.1 mm increase of step size Dz, the Fz_peak is

expected to increase by 58.3 units.

4 Conclusion

The vertical step size Dz becomes the most important

parameter in this full factorial experiment DoE, 25.

Thereby, it must be adjusted to the best possible condition

in order to minimize the bending effort Fz_peak and, so,

enable the ISF process to be carried out at the available

CNC machining center. The step Dz should be as small as

possible within the working ranges and, of course, appro-

priate to the product geometry, material, and sheet thick-

ness too. Although the sheet thickness t is significant in this

experimental design, it is totally dependent on the product

design area. On the other hand, the feed rate f could be

maximized to produce the part in the shortest time, without

losses in terms of overload in the forces. However, it is also

necessary to pay attention to any damages that may arise in

the part due to the probable vibrations induced to the tool

body when at high feeds. Tool diameter dt is also a sig-

nificant factor in this investigation in terms of Fz_peak force,

and there is a slight influence of this parameter on the

response variable. Thus, the largest possible diameter could

be applied in order to improve the tool stiffness. Mean-

while, a good strategy used to increase the tool stiffness is

to manufacture its rod with a diameter larger than the tip

that is effectively acting on the forming part, as well as the

possibility of applying conjugated tools. The wall angle a
is a significant factor in this research and, notoriously, a

variable defined by design area. The influence of the wall

angle on the forming force is small. But it is possible to

exceed the respective limit of the process depending on the

Fig. 10 Residual plots for Fz_peak at step 7, a = 0.01. p value = 0.031
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depth at which such complexity must be formed. It could

create a risk to the process and even damage the machine,

the tool, or the part. In this sense, the wall angle alone does

not have a high influence on the generated loads; however,

it is quite dependent on the deformation depth desired for

the part. Consequently, there is a compromise relationship

between the wall angle a and the maximum designed depth

for the product that must be considered. Lastly, the ISF

process evolution in terms of field application is increasing,

necessary and aligned with the technological requirements

imposed by the market nowadays.
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